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A

t affects girth placement and the balance
s promise d in one of my last articles, I wanted to address how billet alignmen
of your saddle.

you use? This is one of the most common
Does your saddle slide forward , no matter what kind of girth or saddle pad
While there are a number of ' anatomically
be.
can
problem s my clients approach me with , and I know how frustrating this
need to take the following points into
You
.
correct ' girths now available on the market , they can be more or less effective
.
consider ation when making your choice of girth. It all begins with the saddle
because it has moved forward onto your horse 's
Have you ever had to stop in the middle of your ride and reset your saddle
alignment. Unless the billets on your saddle
billet
shoulder s? This is a common problem , and it is often caused by improper
's back. And no matter how many times
horse
are position ed correctly , your saddle will not stay in its proper place on your
girth you use , your saddle will continue to slide
you stop and reset the saddle , what kind of saddle pad you use , or what shape
forward .
horse? Place your saddle on your horse's
How do you know if the billets on your saddle are aligned properly for your
should hang perpendi cular to the ground , and
back, making sure that it is correctly situated behind his shoulder. The billets
will pull the billets forward into the girth area .
also should hang in the girth area. If the billets hang too far back, gravity
The girth will always find its position at the
The billets will, of course, pull the girth and the entire saddle along with them.
ate result is that the saddle either gets driven
narrowe st point of the rib cage behind your horse's elbow, and the unfortun
s.
forward into your horse's shoulder s, or is driven clear on top of his shoulder

will automatically slide forward during girthing (the billets and girth
When the billets are not positione d correctly on the saddle, the saddle
the horse :S shoulder from the gullet plate of the saddle tree.
to
damage
cause
can
which
elbow),
the
seek the narrowes t sp ot behind

and cartilage. At the very least , a saddl e that is
Why is this bad? The horse 's shoulder blade (scapula ) consists of both bone
to move freely through hi s shoulders and
unable
be
pulled forward onto hi s shoulder s acts like a straitjacket: your horse will
hi s moveme nt will be comprom ised , sometim es severely.
will produce a buildup of scar ti ssue on hi s
At worst, a saddl e that constantly drives into your horse 's shoulders first
saddle will b~gin to actuall~ chiP. away the bone and
scapul a. If the problem pe rsists over the long-term , the tree points of the
''holes," pai11cula rly on their lett shoulder blade.
cartil age. Horses with thi s kind of irre versible damage often have telltale
.
and freque ntl y have had to be retired due to persistent un soundne ss .
.
aga111
nce
o
And
lbows.
e
the
in
sore
him
make
may
they
,
area
elbow
ff the bi ll ets hano too fa r fo rward into your horse 's
the girth area . You mi ght think th at thi s is not a
g ravity will drag them (and the girth and saddl e along with them) back into
will be too much press ure o n the pane ls at the rear
prnh lcm because at least yo ur horse ·s shoulder s are free . Howe ver, there
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th
of th e sa~dle. Too much of the rider's weight will be on the horse's lumbar and kid~e~ area. In e case_of a mare, there will
nd
be excessive pressure on her ovaries. This is especially problematic when the mare is rn season, a durmg these times she
may show extreme discomfort or resistance when being saddled and ridden.
There are long and short billet systems each with their own advantages and disadvantages. Long billets have the advantaoe
that the girth buckles are not positioned under the sweat flap which can annoy the rider (at least) or cause pressure points 0~
the rider's inner leg (at worst). Short billets on the other hand usually provide a more stable saddle position after girthing. But
whatever you prefer or whatever your saddle has - it is absolutely key that pressure from the girth buckles never lies on the
edge of the muscle, but rather on its mass (flatness) as show in the pictures.

These btllets do not fall correctly
which means that during movement, they will pull the saddle
forward.

These billets are crossed to
ensure that they follow along the
muscle fibres.

What causes improper
billet alignment?
Frequently, the problem
is that either the width
or the angle, or both the
width and the angle,
of your saddle's tree is
not the correct size for
your horse. But againthis is the topic of a
whole new article, since
these considerations
warrant more detailed

examination .

The girth buckles are located
correctly and do not interfere with
the pectoralis muscle.
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